


• Foster a sense of community among PostDocs through networking 
activities

• Create a platform for exchange of ideas and collaboration within 
SUTD and beyond

• Create a unified voice for interaction with management and 
administration

• Organize career development workshops and events



SUTD PostDoc Society

Executive Committee

Key personnel
• Co-President
• Co-President
• Secretary
• Treasurer

Sub-Committees
• Human Affairs
• Outreach & Alumni
• Professional Development
• Socialising & Networking

Office of Research

Committee members

All Postdoctoral Researchers at SUTD
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Si-Hui Tan

sihui_tan@sutd.edu.sg

IDC / EPD
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MIT
Singapore

Oliver Weeger

oliver_weeger@sutd.edu.sg

DManD Centre
Ph.D. in Mathematics
TU Kaiserslautern
Germany

Paul Mignone

paul_mignone@sutd.edu.sg

IDC + DManD Centre
Ph.D. in Mech.Eng.
U of Melbourne
Australia

Chris Poskitt

chris_poskitt@sutd.edu.sg

iTrust / ISTD
Ph.D. in Comp.Sci.
U of York
United Kingdom
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Committee members

David Collins Hassan Hariri Muhammad Zubair Narasimha Boddeti

Shunsuke Nansai Somashekara 
Makireddypalli

Ulf Bissbort
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Postdoctoral researchers are professionals who conduct research after the

completion of their doctoral studies.

PostDocs are highly-qualified academic staff members, who are scientific experts

in their fields with demonstrated research experience and expertise. Although

postdocs are in short-term positions, they are a vital part of the research body and

essential contributors to SUTD’s core mission and international reputation.

They lead research activities on specific topics or projects and contribute a major

portion of publications and grants. They work independently from their

supervisors, guide and oversee the activities of PhD students and research

assistants, and often take on project management, administrative and teaching

duties.

The ultimate goal of many postdoctoral fellows is to pursue additional research,

training, and teaching in order to broaden their skillset and prepare for an

academic faculty position.



• Research Jams 
(bi-monthly since December, usually ~25 participants)

• Design Innovation workshop series “Designing the SUTD Research 
Experience” during February (~20 participants)

• Professional development events with faculty & industry speakers 
(first one to be held on March 21)

• Weekly lunch and coffee hour, pub and quiz nights

• PostDoc Survey
(conducted in October, ~45% of around 160 PostDocs responded)




